2021/2022 FALL-WINTER

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET!
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NEW FUTURE GEL BRILL WHITE

NEW NO FILE COVER BUILDER GEL AND MATT SPLASH TOP

NEW!

NEW!

Future Gel

No File Cover Builder Gel

BRILL WHITE

F I L E-F R E E G E L

Our new builder gel is already available in cover colors, developed for file-free technique and filling! Make
your work easier, be gentle with your hands, choose
our file-free gel. An ideal choice for short salon nails. It
is characterized by excellent adhesion, does not break
and does not heat up.
Curing time:
2-3 minutes in UV
1 minute in LED
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Future Gel Brill White and
Dual Flitter
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White Future Gel with low-key glitter for sophisticated and elegant nails! The BrillBird Future Gel - Polygel Acrylic gel combines the excellent properties of
the positive attributes of the acrylic and the gel.

Matt splash top - white

WHY CHOOSE?
Recommended brushes:
3D Art brush
Acryl acrylic builder brush
Smile Line - Natural hair brush
Curing time:
1-2 minutes in LED
2-3 minutes in UV
1 minute in combined

•

it can be shaped for a long time

•

does not heat

•

does not flow

•

easy to work with

We recommend the Future Forming Solution liquid
for the application that saves the brush. Use the Future Gel product line together systematically but also
you can combine them with gel and acrylic builders.
30g
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NEW!

Following the latest trends, our spray-on effect gel
polish is now available in white! The special effect can
be achieved with the tiny flakes of different sizes and
shapes in the matte light gel, which, due to their fine
material do not stick or protrude from the surface of
the nail. If you want a shiny surface as a result, all you
have to do is cover the nail with a layer of Extra top.
Non-cleansing, flexible, soak-off. Shake the jar before
you use it.
Curing time:
1 minute in UV
2 minutes in LED

4ml
WHITE
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NEW GLITTER TOP

NEW BRUSH&GO COLOR GELS, NEW DESIGNER GEL AND NEW CONTOUR PAINT GEL

NEW!

NEW!

Glitter top

A top gel with tiny, irregular shapes and smaller/
larger shimmering flakes. As the light is being reflected on the surface, it gives a very nice effect
to either a more classic or an extreme pattern.
The flakes lie well on the nail, so the surface will
be as smooth as it can be. A lighter effect can be
achieved in one layer but stronger in two layers.
Shake the jar well before you use it. Non-cleansing, flexible, soak-off.
Curing time:
1 minute in UV
2-3 minutes in LED

4ml

GO 129

From november

Brush&Go color gels

GO 126

Ultra-pigmented, non-cleansing, shiny color gels
with perfect coverage. Use it for the whole surface
or decoration (built-in or surface pattern) or even
as a free edge

GO 127

Curing time:
1-2 minutes in LED
2 minutes in UV

GO 128

From november

4,5ml

NEW!

Designer Gel

T H E S TA B L E PA I N T G E L
GOLD

Extrapigmented, thick art gel, which you can work with for almost unlimited time, does not flow, does not move. Apply it as thin as it possible for
the perfect curing, and due to its superpigmentation, you still get a bright
and full colors.
Try for contouring and for One Movement technique too! Non-cleansing,
no top gel needed.

SILVER

Curing time:
3-4 minutes in UV
1-2 minutes in LED

EMERALD

3ml

NEW!

LAVENDER

Contour paint gel

The new Contour gel is already in brown color to create sharp and precise
contour lines. You can still experience the high quality you are used to.
Extra pigmented, thick contour gel for drawing 3D lines and it is perfect for
thin and thick contour lines. It cures well even if it is thick. Non-cleansing.
Future Gel Milky, Glitter Top Gold,
Designer gel Emerald

Curing time:
3 minutes in UV
1,5 minutes in LED
5ml
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BROWN
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NEW HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC

NEW SUPER STAR HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT AND NEW TIFFANY GEL&LAC

NEW!

NEW!

Hypnotic gel&lac

H Y P N OT I C G E L&L A C K I T

The Hypnotic gellacs still enjoy unbroken popularity!
What is their success?
- Highly pigmented colors
- Dense texture- does not flow near the lateral nail
folds
- Perfectly, stripes-free
- Free of wear and yellowing
- Easier solubility, so even more nail-friendly
- It doesn’t skin at all

Super Star

H 148

H 152
H 149

H 153
H 150

We have selected the most promising Hypnotic
Gel&Lac colors of the fall into one kit and you will find
them in large editions in the box. Exciting combinations
for everybordy. You can always get the colors at a discount in kit.
The kit contains: Hypnotic gel&lac 156,157,160,161

Curing time:
2-3 minutes in UV
1-2 minutes in LED
HYPNOTIC LATTE COLORS 148-153

HYPNOTIC 154 - 161

4ml
8ml

H 151

4ml
8ml

4 x 8ml
H 158

H 154

H 159

NEW!

Tiffany Gel&Lac White, Hypnotic 154 and
Diamond Glitter 7

Tiffany gel&lac

H 155

H 160
H 156

PURPLE
CHOCOLATE
WHITE

H 161
H 157
Hypnotic 156 and
Diamond Glitter 3
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Our glass-textured gel polishes are available in 3 new
colors! Make the base colors more exciting with them,
use it as a decoration or try on the surface of nailart
decorations as well!
Flexible, soak-off.
Curing time:
3-4 minutes in UV
2-3 minutes in LED
		

5ml
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NEW SHAPED RHINESTONES

NEW RHINESTONES

NEW!

NEW!

Rhinestones
Hard Gel, Future Gel cover builder,
Hypnotic 81 and Shaped Rhinestones

Do you love shiny nails too? Now you can get our shaped stones
in 3 colors, many shapes and sizes which can make any nail special!
10pcs / pack

FIND THEM IN
THREE COLORS!

Round rhinestones should not be missing from any salon! Available in 12
colors and 3 sizes. They are durable,
and the shine will not fade, nor even
3 weeks later and they are sure to hold
on with the Nail Art Glue Gel. 100 pcs/
pack.

Future Gel, Hypnotic 148, Rhinestones, Shaped
rhinestones, Diamond Glitter 1, Transfer foil and
Contour White

Shaped Rhinestones

REALISTIC SIZES
SS3: 1,35mm-1,50mm

SS5: 1,70mm-1,90mm

CLEAR AB

SS8: 2,30mm-2,50mm

CLEAR
PINK AB

EMERALD

OVAL

RHOMBUS

DIAMOND

DROP

4x6mm

8x6mm

3x5mm

5mm

2x6mm

3x6mm

5x3mm

3,4x8mm

8x6mm

8x5mm

NAVETTE

BRONZE

EMERALD GREEN

TURQUOISE

RUBY RED

FUCHSIA

BLACK

CRYSTAL AB

ELECTRIC BLUE

LIGHT PINK

CRYSTAL

MIRROR SILVER

ROSE GOLD

5x8mm
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NEW DIAMOND GLITTERS

NEW CHROME FLAKES, SNOFLAKES AND CHRISTMAS STICKERS

Diamond Glitter

With our Diamond Glitter, there won’t be a single nails
invisible! For better durability, we recommend you to
apply a base color which will match the shade of the
glitters, then sprinkle the glitter into Nail Art Glue gel
and cure it. Use it as a candy effect, but you can also
cover it with a top gel.

1

2

NEW!
Bouncy Gel, Uniq Gel, Hypnotic 128 and 102,
Chrome Flakes and Extra Top

3D Forming gel white, Designer gel petrol blue,
dark blue, Diamond Glitter and Chome silver

NEW!

CANDY
RAINBOW
Our glamorous candy and rainbow-toned flake decorations give your nails a touch of sparkle. Put the very
thin, flexible sheets on a sticky surface or into Nail Art
Glue Gel.

3

NEW!
4

5

7

8

A must-have element of winter nails is the snowflake!
Speed up your work and choose our snowflake decorations that you can put on your nails in a matter of
seconds with Nail Art Glue Gel.

Flitter- rainbow

Scatter the glitters into the Nail Art Glue Gel, which
has all the colors of the rainbow, and rub them into
the surface, then cover with top gel after the curing.
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NEW!

NEW!

Snowflake

Chrome Flakes

Christmas stickers

For super-fast winter decorations, we recommend the
latest stickers, which contain the most popular patterns of the winter period.
GOLD

ROSEGOLD & WHITE
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NEW DUAL FLITTER AND NEW AQUARELL BRUSH

NEW PARFUME ROSE SKIN CARE OIL AND NEW DIARY
Future Gel Latte, Cover Builder Gel,
Hard Gel, Shaped Rhinestone and
Dual Flitter 8

NEW!

Dual Flitter

NEW!

Parfume rose
SKIN CARE OIL

With our Dual Flitters, which contain glitters of different
sizes and shapes, you can give restrained nails an extra
effect in an instant. You can choose which items you
want to use, but you can also achieve a beautiful result
when sprayed full.

We merged the scent of the soft parfume and
the feminine rose in our new cuticle oil. This is
the perfect choice if you’re looking for a tender scent and a delicate skin care which can
nourishes the nail bed after the manicure.
8ml

1
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3

4

NEW!

Diary 2022

5
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8

With patented lock, bookmark, pen holder,
practical pockets for notes, important papers, business cards. The cover can be loaded
with the BrillBird calendar inner pages. Size:
115x172 mm.

NEW!

Aquarell Brush

Especially developed for painting aquarelle patterns,
we have released a brush from BrillBird, whose synthetic hair is 15mm long. You can easily use it for the paints
in our aquarelle palette and also good for creating color
transitions and shadows.

Cover:
Blue orchid
Holy Holo
Girl sitting by the window
Inner pages
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NEW HAND AND FOOT LOTION

NEW ROUND BRUSH CASE AND MAGNETIC TOOL HOLDER

NEW!

NEW!

Hand and foot lotion
Products containing shea butter, jojoba oil, cocoa
butter and aloe vera extract are free of parabens,
silicone, sulphate, SLS and PEG. In creating it, we
strived to use the most natural ingredients possible,
thus taking care of your skin!

with

shea butter,
jojoba oil,
cocoa butter,
and aloe-vera
extract

parabens,
silicone,sulfat,
peg, sls

Large brush holder

The image is for illustration only! The brush
holder does not include
the brushes shown in
the picture.

Suitable for storing 38 brushes and can be
opened and folded in half and can be placed
on the table. Size: 35cm x 22cm

free

NEW!

Round Brush Case
Our brush holder, which perfectly protects
the brushes, can be locked with a patent on
both sides, so it certainly won’t open even
when traveling. Height: 23cm, diameter: 8cm

NEW!

Mangetic tool holder
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BUBBLEGUM

HOT APPLE PIE

CARIBBEAN BERRY
AND MELON

250ml

50ml
250ml

250ml

Our tool holder covered with beautiful glitters
ensures the safe storage of scissors and metal
tools. And due to the magnet, the devices do
not move out of place.
Size: 8cm x 15.5cm

The image is for illustration only!
The tool holder does not include
the tools shown in the picture.
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Papp Nikolett Make Up Artist, J.R. Photo Juhász Ráhel photography, Kis Korinna modell

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET!
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